
TORI MINCEMEYER'S GUIDE TO

BODY IMAGE

BREAKING DOWN

BEGIN
HEALING YOURBODY IMAGE

FROM THE
INSIDE

NEED SOME HELP WITH THIS? 

TEXT ME AT 573.517.8556



BODY IMAGE

BREAKING DOWN

Enjoy your favorite foods without guilt

Focus on more important things in life -

your family, career, friends, spiritual life,

and more

Relish experiences without the fear of

how your body looks

Engage in exercise that brings you joy

... and more!

Congratulations! You've taken the first

step to healing your body image.

Having a negative body image can impact

your life in a big way on a day-to-day basis.

But you've decided "ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!"

and you're ready to take an active part in

turning this around. When a negative body

image no longer has a hold on you, it gives

you space to: 



BODY IMAGEBREAKING DOWN

So - where to start? 

First we need to understand where these body image

concerns are originating.

There are three basic levels of body image.

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

The following pages break these levels down so you can

begin taking the steps to heal your body image.
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This is what most people believe they need to CHANGE in order

to transform their body image.

The truth is, how your body looks has very little to do with your

body image.

Think about it - there are people of all shapes and sizes who

have a positive body image. Just like there are people of all

shapes and sizes who have a negative body image.

At the end of the day, changing the way your body looks

doesn't actually change how you feel about your body.

Take a moment to reflect on this. Have you tried to change

your body in the past in order to heal your body image? Did

it work? More importantly, did it work LONG term? 

WHAT YOUR BODY LOOKS LIKE

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556
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Again, many people believe that THIS is the deepest level of body

image - like if they could just PRETEND that they love their body, then

suddenly, they will!

The only problem with this is that you're still placing a lot of your

worth and confidence on your perception of your body, which, by the

way, is ALWAYS changing. 

This level of body image is naturally fluid - some days you may feel

"okay" about your body, other days you're "feelin' yourself", and other

days you completely hate your body. These can be triggered by

certain outfits, things you see on social media, feelings of bloat, an

argument with a partner, and more. 

Have you ever tried the "fake it till ya make it" approach with

body image? Did it work long-term? 

HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE WAY YOUR

BODY LOOKS

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556
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Ahhhh, here we go.

You can love your thighs, rock the booty shorts, and buy the

bikini. 

You can lose the weight, gain the muscle, or somehow banish

cellulite. 

But at the end of the day - if your WORTH as a human being is

tied up in the way you view your body, or how your body looks,

there's going to be a level of discomfort.

Because even if you're body is perfect, and you love the way you

look, there's still the fear that it won't always be this way; that it'll

change. And then what? Suddenly you won't be happy or

confident anymore? 

WHERE YOU DERIVE YOUR WORTH AND

CONFIDENCE

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

THINK OF IT THIS WAY...
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Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

Imagine that your LEAST favorite color is purple. But suddenly, I

told you you have to wear purple the rest of your life.

Everything from your scarf to your underwear. 

It'd suck, sure. You might not like it. But it wouldn't cause you to

QUESTION your worth as a human being.

A purple swim suit might not be your first choice, but it

won't stop you from enjoying yourself at the beach.

The difference between disliking the purple swim suit and

disliking your birthday suit, is that it's obvious that a swim suit

doesn't determine your worth. But the lines in our society

have blurred, and we've been conditioned to believe that your

worth IS determined by your body.

Simply not liking your body might suck, but it doesn't stop you

from enjoying your life.

When you don't like your body, and you feel that that somehow

impacts your worth, you don't want to go to the beach, or go

up a size in jeans. You feel compelled to restrict your eating

(making yourself miserable) so that you can change your body.

And that's when body image really begins to impact your

life.
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Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

The way our society depicts worth is kind of like this: it says

all these external aspects about our life intersect with and

determine who we are.

YOUR BODY
YOUR CAREER

YOUR STATUSYOUR 

HOUSE

YOUR DIET

YOUR WORTH

ETC...

But really, it's more like this...
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Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

YOUR BODYYOUR CAREER YOUR STATUS

YOUR HOUSE YOUR DIET

YOUR WORTH

ETC...

Your worth as a person comes first, and isn't shaken by any of

these things. 

That's the first thing we need to remember when talking body

image.
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Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

Take a moment to digest that. Do you think that, to some extent,

you've derived your worth from the way your body looks? Where

do you think that belief came from? (ex. a parent, mainstream

media, societal beauty standards, etc.?)

Let's dive in, then, shall we?

Spend some time with this - where do you ACTUALLY believe

your worth comes from? Maybe a system of beliefs? Inherent

human worth?

What would you tell a child or friend about their worth, if they

were questioning it? 
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Lastly, take a moment to develop a personal MANTRA,

using your answers above.

I know I'm a worthy and confident human being because

_____________. For a long time, I've derived my worth and

confidence from the way I've felt about my body because

__________________. But now, I KNOW that I have

inherent worth, independent of my body, because

_______________________.

I  know I 'm a worthy and confident human being because I  be l ieve

that al l  humans are born with inherent worth .  For a long t ime, I 've

derived my worth and confidence from the way I 've fe lt about my

body because the only bodies I 've seen in the media are thin ,  toned,

tan, etc . ,  and those bodies just don't look l ike mine!  But now, I

KNOW that I  have inherent worth ,  independent of my body, because

I 'm born worthy of love ,  acceptance,  and peace.

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

EXAMPLE

Write yours down, and commit to reading it and relishing it

every single day.
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Body image work is difficult. 

 

It's abstract, and it's hard to stay focused and on

track when playing this active role in healing your

body image.

 

But - it's 100% WORTH IT.
 

Do you want help? Text me at 573-517-8556 and

let's chat!

Need help with this? Want to really transform

your body image? Text me and let's chat.

5735178556

My name is Tori Mincemeyer, and I'm a

non-diet dietitian and nutrition coach.

After surfacing from a LONG struggle with

my relationship with food and body, I've

committed my life to helping people like

you heal your body image and discover

a healthy lifestyle free of diets and

restriction. If you're ready to really

commit to this change, text me at 573-

517-8556 NOW.


